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A B S T R A C T

Due to extensive right-of-way, railroads are inevitably subject to poor subgrade conditions and interrupted
service for significant maintenance due to excessive deformations and loss of track geometry. Geocell confine-
ment presents itself as a possible solution for improving performance of ballasted railroad embankments over
weak subgrade. To investigate the efficacy of geocell confinement on ballasted railway embankments, a set of
well-instrumented, large-scale cyclic plate loading tests and numerical simulations were performed on geocell-
confined ballast overlaying a weak subgrade material. The agreement of results from tests and simulations
served as a basis for simulating practical track geometry and performance for various geocell configurations and
subgrades using three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) analyses. The study showed that geocell reinforce-
ment significantly decreased track settlement, decreased subgrade deformations with lower and uniform dis-
tribution of vertical stresses on subgrade and inhibited lateral deformation and serviceability under cyclic
loading. These results demonstrate that geocell confinement can be an effective alternative to subsurface im-
provement or shorter maintenance cycles, particularly on weak subgrades.

1. Background

Cellular confinement, or geocell, is a three-dimensional (3D) honey-
combed shaped geosynthetic used to increase the strength and modulus
of the cohesionless soils through a mechanism of confinement. In co-
hesionless soils, such as sands or gravels, shear strength and modulus
are generally low under small confining pressures, but can be increased
using additional confinement offered by a geocell structure under small
deformations. Geocell is more effective for soil confinement than other
types of geosynthetics (e.g., geogrid or geotextile through interlocking
or friction), making it the subject of extensive study as the complex
interdependence of geometry, soil strength and loading mechanism
make its composite behavior difficult to quantify.

The US Army Corps of Engineers first investigated cellular con-
finement as a construction concept to economically improve mobility
for roads across soft ground (Webster and Alford, 1978) and concluded
cellular confinement, initially done with aluminum, increased soil
strength under loading. The soil was compacted in the cellular grids and
test traffic was applied over the soil to test the effectiveness of geocell
confinement. The enhanced confining effects of geocell on aggregate

materials were later observed through use of large-diameter triaxial
tests, demonstrating notable increases in strength (Bathurst and
Karpurapu, 1993). Similar triaxial tests have demonstrated increased
strength of granular soils with geocell confinement (Biabani et al.,
2016a), some electing to analyze its effects as an apparent cohesion for
simplicity (Rajagopal et al., 1999). However, the geocell increases the
strength of granular materials through enhanced confinement effects,
which also stiffens the reinforced composite through a “mattress” effect
(Zhou and Wen, 2008; Hegde, 2017), especially beneficial over soft soil
(Biswas and Krishna, 2017). Geocell reinforcement has demonstrated
increased strength and reduced deformation over a variety of adverse
soil conditions; however its implementation is limited due to lack of
comprehensive design methods (Yuu et al., 2008; Hegde, 2017).

Geocells are usually shipped in folded form and are spread during
installation to form a honeycomb like structure with pockets (cells) into
which soil is added and compacted. The three-dimensional shape of the
cells (each pocket) provides the confinement effects to the soil by sur-
rounding it thus creating a stiff structure that prevents lateral move-
ment of material, consequently increasing soil strength (Koerner,
2012). This system has demonstrated effectiveness in increasing the
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strength of soil, particularly cohesionless soil, reducing deformations
under monotonic and cyclic loading (Leshchinsky, 2011; Biabani et al.,
2016b; Thakur et al., 2016; Pokharel et al., 2017). Large scale triaxial
tests conducted on geocell-reinforced sub-ballast subjected to cyclic
loading showed that the increased confinement reduced the vertical
and volumetric strains in the sub-ballast. Benefits of using geocell was
noticeably higher at the low confining pressures at higher frequency of
loading (Indraratna et al., 2015).

Numerical modelling of geocell has been a notable challenge due to
its complex, three-dimensional honeycomb structure. Hegde and
Sitharam (2015) modelled the 3D honeycomb shape of the geocells
using Finite Element (FE) analysis and found that reinforcements were
effective in distributing loading to a wider area and to a relatively
shallow depth as compared to unreinforced soil and geogrid-reinforced
soil. Han et al. (2008) carried out mechanistic analysis of a geocell-
reinforced gravel base over soft subgrade under a vertical loading using
the finite difference method, demonstrating that geocell confinement
improved load-bearing behavior. Leshchinsky and Ling (2013a; 2013b)
performed laboratory and numerical analyses of railway ballast em-
bankments reinforced with geocell under monotonic and cyclic loading
conditions, demonstrating improved load-carrying capacity and in-
hibited lateral displacements for ballast embankments. Numerical
models and experiments both showed geocell confinement minimized
settlement under both cyclic and monotonic loads. However, damage
was noted at the seams of the geocells used in these tests (Leshchinsky
and Ling 2013a,b) under higher loading – a by-product of the manu-
facturing process. In the tests outlined within this study, no significant

damage (tearing, rupture) was noted at the seams.
Ballast performs many important functions for railroad perfor-

mance, including resisting vertical, lateral and longitudinal forces, ab-
sorbing energy and reducing vibrations, providing adequate drainage,
and distributing the load from the railroad to acceptable levels for the
subgrade (Selig and Waters, 1994). Due to the repeated loads incurred
over many cycles, rearrangement and degradation of ballast occurs.
This results in ballast fouling and loss of geometry due to lateral
spreading of the ballast (Lackenby et al., 2007). The degradation of
ballast causes reduced frictional strength and increased lateral
spreading which is regarded as the primary cause of loss of track geo-
metry and causes higher track maintenance cost. Geocell reinforcement
has been used in various geotechnical applications and has shown im-
provement in performance but studies of geocell reinforcement in
railway embankments are limited (Indraratna et al., 2015). Geocells
have shown to improve the settlement behavior of soil due to increased
strength and stiffness of the reinforced mattress (Zhou and Wen, 2008),
resulting in lower displacements and wider distribution of loading
(Yang et al., 2010) causing lower shear stresses at the subgrade inter-
face (Giroud and Han, 2004). In full-scale railway testing, geocell re-
sulted in sustained track geometry stemming from reduced settlement
and lateral spreading (Raymond, 2001). Insight into the performance
improvements stemming from geocell reinforcement of ballasted
railway embankment overlying weak subgrades is limited. However,
numerical simulations based on physical experiments are a useful
means for investigating design considerations pertaining to geocell-re-
inforced railway embankments in a controlled manner without the

Fig. 1. Details of plate loading tests and respective (a) Unreinforced, (b) Reinforced models geometry and mesh for respective (c) Unreinforced and (d) Reinforced models.
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expense and labor required for full-scale field tests. Furthermore, the
findings are illustrative for designing for better railway performance
and reduced track maintenance cost.

In this study, two plate loading tests were carried out on a large-
scale soil box infilled with a soft subgrade and a ballast layer with or
without geocell confinement. During these tests, displacements, stresses
and actuator load were monitored for 6000 cycles of loading. The re-
sults of these tests and their corresponding material properties were
used as a baseline for developing 3D finite element models to assess the
simulated behavior of ballast railway prisms reinforced with and
without geocell over soft soil. This study expands on the work of
Leshchinsky and Ling (2013a, 2013b) in that it is based on physical
experiments with actual subgrade soil with an intensive pressure and
displacement monitoring program. Furthermore, the numerical mod-
elling advances upon the previous work as it accounts for plastic de-
formation in subgrade soils based on CBR; Leshchinsky and Ling
(2013a) used an elastic subgrade, only varying stiffness. This study also
accounts for a greater range in track geometries and geocell placement
while also more robustly capturing the realistic geocell shape and
subsurface response.

2. Laboratory experiments and numerical models

2.1. Experimental setup

A Kaolin-Sand mixture and AREMA 4A standard track ballast were
placed in a reinforced steel box that was 2 m wide x 2.2 m long x 2 m
deep. The box walls were made out of 25 mm thick steel sections re-
inforced with transverse steel I beams for rigidity. The details of the
plate loading test geometry and respective FE model along with
meshing are shown in Fig. 1. A loading plate attached to an MTS 245 kN
hydraulic actuator was used to provide cyclic loading at 1 Hz frequency
with 1000 cycles for each loading step. The waveform of the load ap-
plied was that of a haversine function, shown in Fig. 2a, and complete
loading sequence for the test is shown in Fig. 2b. For the finite element
analyses, a general purpose finite element software, ABAQUS (Hibbitt
et al. 2007) was used. Three-dimensional FE analyses were carried out
to simulate the tests and the validated model was used in an extensive
parametric study to investigate the reinforcement benefits of geocell.

2.2. Materials

The ballast used for testing was trap rock aggregate (Rhyolite) from
Middle Brook, Missouri and uniformly graded, meeting AREMA 4A
standard track ballast specifications. The ballast had a mean grain size
of D50 = 32 mm and maximum and minimum densities of 1525 kg/m3

and 1340 kg/m3 respectively as determined using ASTM D4253
Guidelines. The particle size distribution of the ballast is shown in
Fig. 3. The subgrade material was prepared by mixing 20% Kaolin with
80% Kansas River Sand. The mean grain size of Kansas River Sand was
2.6 mm with sub-rounded particle shape. The plastic and liquid limits of
the subgrade were 18 and 26 (ASTM D4318-10). For this material, the
unconfined compressive strength (ASTM D2166/D2166M-16) versus
California Bearing Ratio (CBR) (ASTM D1883) is shown in Fig. 4. The
density of the subgrade was 2162 kg/m3 (ASTM D1556/D1556M)
corresponding to a CBR of 3%. The corresponding unconfined com-
pressive strength of the subgrade was approximately 75 kPa for CBR of
3%. To achieve specifications, compaction of both the ballast and
subgrade was carried out using a vibratory handheld plate compactor.
The placement density was controlled using the volume-mass method.
The ballast was compacted with four to five passages of the compactor
to reach approximately the maximum density of each lift (150 mm).
This lift thickness was selected based on the plate compactor's capacity
that was deployed on the tests. No density measurements at specific
locations were measured due to the difficulties in accurate measure-
ment; therefore, no coefficient of variation of the ballast density was

calculated. During compaction of angular ballast, breakage of asperities
can result in more rounded grains and lower strength. Within this series
of tests, there was little ballast breakage observed during compaction.
For the reinforced test, a polyethylene woven geotextile was placed on
the ballast-subgrade interface for separation purposes. After the pla-
cement of the geotextile, geocell was placed and filled with ballast,
which was subsequently compacted in individual geocell with a hand-
held pneumatic tamper to its maximum density same as that in the
unreinforced test. The geocells were manufactured using polyethylene
polymer with density of 935 kg/m3 – 964 kg/m3 (Presto GeoSystems
GeoWeb) with a nominal dimension of 287 mm in width by 320 mm in
length and a pocket depth of 150 mm. The details of material properties
are shown in Table 1.

2.3. Material models

Three-dimensional numerical models of both the experimental setup
and railway geometry were created using commercially-available finite
element software (ABAQUS Explicit, Hibbitt et al. 2007). The ballast
was modeled as a non-associative elastic-plastic material using hyper-
bolic 3D Drucker-Prager (D-P) yield criterion. Since no explicit testing
of ballast strength was performed, the ballast shear strength properties
were obtained from the literature (Ahlf, 1975; Indraratna and
Nimbalkar, 2013; Leshchinsky and Ling, 2013b). The elastic modulus
for ballast was obtained from Indraratna et al. (1998, 2015) and the
elastic modulus of subgrade was obtained from Skempton (1951) using
the unconfined compressive strength of the subgrade. Although the
stiffness of the material properties can influence observed results, this
influence was found to be relatively small in comparison to much of the
plastic deformation observed in modeling.

The soft subgrade was modeled as cohesive material with negligible
frictional strength (i.e. undrained conditions) using the Drucker-Prager
model, an approach used by Han et al. (2008). The friction and dilation
angles were set to 1° for numerical stability. Compressive strength of
the subgrade material was used to model the undrained condition. The
geocell and geotextiles were modeled as elastic materials which re-
duced computational expense and numerical difficulties. This assump-
tion is commonly employed in similar studies as it has often been ob-
served that strains in the geocell tend to remain within the elastic range
for the given applications (Han et al., 2011; Leshchinsky and Ling,
2013a). The properties of geocell and geotextiles were obtained from
Yang (2010). The elastic modulus of geocell and geotextile were esti-
mated from tensile stiffness at 2% strain.

2.4. FE meshing and boundary conditions

In order to reduce computational expense, symmetric boundary
conditions were applied and only a quarter of the box was modeled. The
ballast, subgrade and loading plate were meshed using C3D8R elements
(3D Plane Stress Reduced-Integration Brick Elements). The geocell and
geotextile were modeled using shell elements under membrane condi-
tions (i.e. no compressive or bending resistance), meshed with M3D4R
elements (3D 4-node Reduced Integration Membrane Elements). The
plate loading test model without geocell was modelled using 12924
elements and the plate loading test model with geocell was modelled
using 14976 elements. Elements for the ballast had an average size of
20 mm in order to represent the size of ballast. Biased meshing was
used for the subgrade to concentrate finer elements near the ballast-
subgrade interface. Mesh sensitivity analyses were carried out for the
model and the meshes used exhibited acceptable accuracy in compar-
ison to meshes comprised of more elements. The vertical boundaries of
the z-x plane were constrained from lateral displacement in y-direction.
Similarly, the vertical planes in the outer edges of z-y planes were
constrained from lateral displacement in x-direction. The base of the
model was constrained from all displacements.

The interface between ballast and plate were modelled using “hard”
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normal contact and friction coefficient of 0.4 (NAVFAC, 1986) for the
tangential contact using the penalty friction algorithm. The geocell was
modeled as an embedded part inside the ballast layer, representing an
interface friction equivalent to the internal angle of friction, a behavior
that has been observed in prior research studies (Biabani and
Indraratna, 2015; Indraratna et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2010). Within
geocells, confining behavior and apertures that accommodate increased

roughness were assumed to provide a relatively rough interaction. The
geotextile and ballast interface was modeled using the penalty friction
algorithm, with hard normal contact and a friction coefficient of 2/

Fig. 2. (a) Haversine loading pattern used in experiments, (b) Load sequence for plate loading tests.

Fig. 3. Particle size distribution of ballast.

Fig. 4. CBR versus compressive strength of subgrade.
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3tanϕ′ for the tangential contact due to the relatively smoother surface
of the geotextile. The geotextile was tied to the top of subgrade as the
mass of ballast over the geotextile inhibited its movement, as observed
in testing. The presence of ballast on top of the geotextile effectively
roughened the relatively smooth surface of the geotextile caused by the
localized asperities of the ballast on top.

Loading was applied in two stages. First, gravity was applied over a
100 s duration for stability under explicit conditions (i.e. to minimize
residual kinetic energy in the model). Gravity was applied in separate
step in order to simulate geostatic conditions right before the start of
plate loading. This step allows the ballast to mobilize realistic frictional
strength. Cyclic loading was applied in the next step as equivalent
pressure load on top of a steel loading plate. The details of the plate
loading sequence is shown in Fig. 2b. The loading was applied at a
constant frequency of 1 Hz throughout. Semi-automatic mass scaling
was used in order to reduce the time required for analysis with target
time increment of 0.01 s for gravity and target time increment of
0.025 s for loading steps using non-uniformly scaled element mass to
equal target time increment.

2.5. Comparison of experimental data and numerical results

The reinforced and unreinforced plate loading tests were modelled
with same loading conditions and geometry. The loading in model was
applied under load control conditions, similar to the actuator specifi-
cations of the experiment. The data from the model were recorded at
approximately the same locations as the experiment for comparison.

Comparing the vertical displacement data from the unreinforced
plate load test with the corresponding model, it is shown that the results
match reasonably well. The model replicates the progressive displace-
ment of the embankment with cyclic loading in Fig. 5a. The vertical
stresses at the ballast-subgrade interface, although slightly under-
estimated, still capture the observed trends. The model captures the
initial spike in pressure with increased loading and the subsequent re-
distribution of pressure with subsequent settlement Fig. 5c.

The reinforced plate loading test model captures the displacement
behavior well. A slight divergence after 4000 cycles shown in Fig. 5b
can be attributed to some difficulty achieving uniform and full com-
paction of ballast in the geocell during the experiment. The reinforced
model also captures the trends in reduced difference in pressure be-
tween the center and 200 mm from center shown in Fig. 5d, resulting in
a wider load distribution by geocell. The test data shows that interface
pressure, particularly at the center and 200 mm from center is reduced
by presence of the geocell system. Pressure cells were used to measure
the pressures at the interface of the ballast and subgrade. The sensitive
side of each pressure cell was faced down to ensure good contact be-
tween the sensitive area of the pressure cell and fine subgrade soil. All
the pressure cells were buried into the subgrade with the top surface of
the pressure cells flushed with the subgrade surface and leveled by a
thin sand layer. The pressure cells were then covered with 25-mm thick
stone chip (2.36 mm–4.75 mm size) to avoid the direct contact of
ballast particles to the pressure cell surface. The settlement contours for
the unreinforced plate loading test model at 6000 cycles are shown in

Fig. 6 for a cross-section of the test box, presenting relatively localized
displacement under very high loading (over 800 kPa). Fig. 7 shows the
strain contours in the geocell for the reinforced plate load test. In-
tuitively, the cells near the loading plate exhibited the highest strains,
realizing a maximum tensile strain of 0.96%. This indicates that the
geocells were acting well within the elastic range. This observation was
confirmed by the geocells exhibiting only superficial damage when
exhumed following the laboratory experiments.

Although the agreement could certainly be improved by using more
complex constitutive models, this study focused on using simple ma-
terial parameters to capture realistic and complex geometry. The gen-
eral agreement of the laboratory tests and three-dimensional numerical
models were deemed satisfactory. Thus, the boundary conditions and
materials properties were extrapolated to a parametric study, pre-
senting opportunities to expand beyond the experimental limitations to
practical railroad geometry and loading.

2.6. Parametric study

Using the calibrated models obtained, a parametric study was con-
ducted in order to characterize the effectiveness of geocell confinement
for railway embankments crossing soft subgrade materials. Within this
parametric analysis, embankment geometry, subgrade CBR, and geocell
configuration were altered to highlight important design aspects.
During these simulations, relevant data including settlement, lateral
displacements, and geocell strains were extracted during 100,000 cy-
cles of train wheel loading.

2.7. Geometry

A typical ballast railway embankment consisting of ballast 0.3 m in
depth that was placed on a weak overlaying subgrade was selected as a
baseline numerical model. This section was placed on top of 2 m deep
subgrade, deep enough to minimize stress boundary effects, and kept at
5 m in length. The side slope of the ballast embankment was kept
constant at 2(H):1(V). The tie track arrangement along with an ex-
ploded view of the modeled embankments is shown in Fig. 8. For
comparison, similar models with a ballast section 0.45 m and 0.6 m in
depth and with 0.3 m ballast section embedded flush in the subgrade
were modelled as well. For all models, the track and tie arrangement
was kept the same. For these models, there were different reinforce-
ment conditions, detailed in Table 2, and the respective geometric re-
presentation are shown in Fig. 9. For “Reinforced 0.15 m below sub-
grade” case, 0.15 m thick layer of subgrade underneath the ballast
embankment was replaced with ballast and reinforced with geocell.
Due to fouling, ballast are required to be cleaned regularly using spe-
cialized heavy equipment. For this purpose, it is unlikely that geocell
can be placed less than 0.15 m below the ties. However, for locations
with frequent loss of track geometry, use of geocells can be a viable
solution when placed in the lower portions of the embankment.

Taking advantage of the symmetry of the section, only half of the
embankment was modeled, enabling “mirroring” of the conditions of a
full embankment. Geocell arrangement was symmetric on both half and
lateral movement of the geocell elements was constrained at the plane
of symmetry in order to simulate anchorage form the missing half. The
section was modeled to accommodate three ties in width – considered
to be adequately representative of the load-bearing tributary area for
rail wheel loading (Leshchinsky and Ling, 2013b). The details of the tie
and track arrangement in the ballast are shown in Fig. 8a and b. The
cross section of the tie was 0.23 m × 0.178 m and 1.3 m long (for the
symmetrical half modelled) supporting a 0.6 kN/m rail (136 lb/yard
AREMA rail). The center line of the track was 0.718 m from the sym-
metry line of the embankment. Details of 0.6 m embankment model
reinforced to full width and reinforced 0.15 m below subgrade are
shown in Fig. 8c and d, respectively. The distance from the end of tie to
start of side slope (shoulder) was fixed for all models at 0.3 m.

Table 1
Material properties.

Properties Ballast Subgrade Geocell Geotextile Rail Tie

Mass Density (kg/
m3)

1500 2162 950 950 8080 900

Elastic Modulus
(MPa)

30 8.5 380 380 200,000 11,000

Poisson's Ratio 0.4 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.3 0.35
Internal Angle of

Friction
45° 1° – – – –

Angle of Dilation 10° 1° – – – –
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For each case, the subgrade was simulated using four different CBR
values, using representative unconfined compressive strengths of the
subgrade shown in Table 3. The subgrade strength was limited to a 3%
CBR (qu = 75 kPa) to observe maximum efficacy of the reinforcement.
On weak subgrades, the effectiveness of mechanical reinforcement in

reducing settlement decreases significantly beyond 3% CBR (Montanelli
et al., 1997).

Fig. 5. Comparison of FE model outputs with experimental data for (a) unreinforced model displacements, (b) reinforced model displacements, (c) unreinforced model interface pressure,
and (d) reinforced model interface pressure.

Fig. 6. Settlement (m) contours at 6000 cycles for (a)
Unreinforced and (b) Reinforced models.
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2.8. Materials

The calibrated material properties and material models used for the
parametric study are summarized in Table 1. The rail and tie had sig-
nificantly higher stiffness than the ballast and subgrade and were not
expected to yield, thus were also modeled as linear elastic material. The
material properties of ties are representative of treated oak ties

(Frostick et al., 2014).

2.9. Mesh and boundary conditions

Only half of the embankment was modelled, taking advantage of the
symmetry. The ballast, subgrade, loading plate, rail and ties were me-
shed using C3D8R (brick) elements. Geocells and geotextiles were

Fig. 7. Reinforced box model strain in geocell (tension -
negative).

Fig. 8. Model schematics for parametric study: Tie/track arrangement (a) Along the track (b) Parallel to the track (c) Exploded view of 0.6 m embankment, and (d) Exploded view of
0.6 m embankment with geocell 0.15 m below subgrade level.
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meshed using M3D4R (membrane) elements. The average size of bal-
last, rail and tie elements was 20 mm. Smaller size ballast elements
were used in order to focus computational effort on the ballast, where
the most deformation was expected. The interface between the ballast
and tie surfaces were modelled with hard normal contact and a penalty
friction algorithm. The frictional coefficients used in this relationship
were 0.4 between the bottom of the tie and the ballast and 0.1 for
vertical sides of the ties and ballast in order to account for relatively
low confinement and reduced interaction (Le Pen, 2008). As in the
experimental testing, the geocell was modeled as embedded part inside
the ballast layer. The x direction is perpendicular to the length of track
(left positive), y direction is along the length of track (inward positive)
and z direction is vertical (upward positive). For boundary conditions,
the lateral displacements in outer edges of the z-y planes were con-
strained in x-direction and outer edges of z-x planes were constrained in
y-direction. The bottom of the subgrade was restricted from any dis-
placements. These boundary conditions preserved the symmetry of the
model in z-y plane and also the plane strain condition was maintained

in the longitudinal direction of the railroad alignment.

2.10. Loading

The stepwise nature of loading used in the parametric study was
similar to that of the simulated comparisons to the laboratory experi-
ments, with a loading step following the gravity step. For this para-
metric study, the same haversine shape shown in Fig. 2a was used, but
the frequency of the load was changed to 16 Hz to represent the cor-
responding average train speed of 120 km/h (Indraratna et al., 2010).
For the physical test loading equivalent to a light train was used. For the
parametric analysis, train wheel load of 200 kN, representative of the
most severe loading case from rail freight (Esveld, 2001; Selig and
Waters, 1994) was used. These simulations were run for 100,000 cycles
and data was extracted every 10 virtual seconds (160 cycles) in order to
observe the trends in fine detail while avoiding drastically longer si-
mulation time and data storage issues.

3. Results and discussion

From all the models used in the parametric study, the track settle-
ment, subgrade settlement, pressure at the interface of ballast and
subgrade, strains in geocells and the change in geometry (heave) at the
slope of the embankments were measured.

Vertical settlement of the track geometry, particularly differential
settlement, can compromise railroad function. Geocell reinforcement
may present an effective means of neutralizing soft spots via localized
confinement at the subgrade-ballast interface. To illustrate these ef-
fects, track settlement is presented graphically for 100,000 cycles of
freight loading in Fig. 10. The results demonstrate resilient behavior
with cyclic loading – that is, there is more initial settlement with load
cycling followed by reduced residual displacements after many cycles.
For unreinforced models, the slope of progressive cyclic settlement was
steeper than the reinforced model, suggesting less resilience under

Table 2
Reinforcement conditions and representations for parametric study.

Reinforcement
Conditions

0.6 m ballast
embankment

0.45 m ballast
embankment

0.3 m ballast
embankment

Unreinforced 0.6U 0.45U 0.3U
Reinforced below tie 0.6R T 0.45R T 0.3R T
Reinforced below

shoulder
0.6R S 0.45R S 0.3R S

Reinforced to full
width

0.6R FW 0.45R FW 0.3R FW

Reinforced 0.15 m
above subgrade

0.6R HI 0.45R HI –

Reinforced with 2
layers of geocell

0.6R TWO 0.45R TWO –

Reinforced 0.15 m
below subgrade

0.6R LO 0.45R LO 0.3R LO

Fig. 9. Geocell arrangement for parametric study.
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cyclic loading. For all subgrade strengths, the reduction in settlement
due to geocell reinforcement is significant, although less pronounced
for higher subgrade strengths. On average, there is an approximately
30% decrease in track settlement due to geocell confinement. More
competent subgrades undergo less lateral squeeze and heave, thus ex-
hibiting lower unreinforced settlement. And with the addition of geo-
cell reinforcement, lateral heave of ballast is reduced and thus the track
settlement is further decreased. The wider distribution of stresses en-
ables a larger region of the subgrade to mobilize shear strength, re-
sulting in inhibited track settlement.

Enhanced geocell reinforcement can be achieved through strategic
placement of geocell confinement in the embankment material. Placing
two layers of geocell on top of each other on the subgrade ballast

interface results in least track settlement (Fig. 11). When using a single
layer of geocell, placing the layer closer to the ties (higher in the ballast
embankment) results in better performance. In the case of 0.6 m em-
bankment on a 0.5% CBR subgrade, placing the geocells 0.15 m (height
of one layer of geocell) higher results in additional 5% decrease in track
settlement. It also demonstrates a more even distribution of subgrade
pressure and reduces the lateral heave on the crest of the embankment,
consequently reducing settlement. The placement of geocell closer to
the ties demonstrates an ability to mobilize increased confinement be-
havior. This confinement reduces the settlement in ballast layer and the
pressure transferred to subgrade, results in lower permanent deforma-
tion of the soft subgrade. Although placing the geocells higher in the
embankment yields better performance, the geocells cannot be installed
closer than 0.15 m to the tie as it can cause obstruction to the regular
maintenance of the railroad.

Increasing geocell coverage underneath the ties demonstrated re-
duced settlement, however little added benefit was realized when it
extended far beyond the shoulder. This is because the maximum ob-
served stress on the subgrade occurred at the end of ties with little stress
transfer occurring beyond the toe of the embankment. Consequently,
the transfer of larger magnitudes of vertical stress from the ties in-
creased confinement and mobilized strains in the subsurface geocell,
but this benefit was muted outside the stress bulbs of the ties. This

Table 3
Unconfined compressive strengths for different CBR values used in simulated sub-
grades.

CBR (%) Unconfined compressive strengths (kPa)

0.5 30
1 40
2 60
3 75

Fig. 10. Track settlement vs cycles of loading – comparison of reinforced (full width) and unreinforced models for (a) 0.6 m embankment, (b) 0.45 m embankment, (c) 0.3 m em-
bankment, and (d) embedded embankment.
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implies that addition of reinforcement beyond the shoulder may aid in
wider stress distribution of under the end of ties but does not result in
significant decrease in track settlement.

Maximum tensile strains measured in the geocells were in the elastic
range for typical geosynthetic materials (Table 4) for all of the cases
(Yang, 2010). The maximum value of tensile strain was 1.57%, mea-
sured over a very weak subgrade (CBR = 0.5%) when the geocell was
placed close to the tie. Strain in geocell increased with proximity to the
tie. With increased stress localization closer to the load-bearing ties, the
geocell exhibits higher strains to confine its infill. At lower depths, the
load is dissipated, in turn reducing the amount of strain mobilized. For
a given reinforcement configuration, geocell strains increased with
weaker subgrades. Under a similar loading condition, weaker subgrades
displace more. Such a behavior is detrimental, but simultaneously
mobilizes the mattress, reinforcing effects of the geocell confinement,
effectively reducing concentrated subgrade stresses and deformation.
For a given subgrade strength and embankment configuration, the
maximum tensile strain in the geocell did not change significantly with
geocell coverage. However, when two layers of geocell were used, the
overall strain was reduced, but was found to be higher in the upper

geocell layer. Use of more ballast also reduced strains, likely due to the
decreased mobilization of geocell confinement. This demonstrates that
the benefit of geocell is most pronounced when less ballast is present.
The maximum tensile strains in geocell was located underneath the end
of ties and shoulder (Fig. 12). This band tended to be one or two cells in
width. Due to bending behavior of the geocell mattress, tensile strain
was mostly localized at the bottom corners of the geocells. This ob-
servation is important for practical applications as insufficient seam
strength could result in rupture, as observed in geocell reinforcement in
Leshchinsky and Ling (2013a).

The confining behavior of geocell in flexure reduces interface
pressures exhibited at the ballast subgrade interface. Higher stresses
occurred at the subgrade underneath unreinforced embankments, no-
tably beneath the ties (Fig. 13). However, use of geocell reduced the
stresses more uniformly. This uniform distribution of stress is beneficial
towards maintaining track geometry through two mechanisms: (1)
distributing track loads to larger area of weak subgrade, resulting in less
plastic deformation, and (2) arrested heave of the unconfined ballast
embankment.

The ballast-subgrade interface pressure under loading and the

Fig. 11. Track settlement vs. cycles – comparison of reinforcement location for (a) 0.6 m embankment with CBR 0.5% and 3%, (b) 0.45 m embankment with CBR 0.5% and 3%.

Table 4
Maximum tensile strains in geocell.
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influence of geocell on this behavior are shown in Fig. 14. The interface
pressure acting on the subgrade did not change significantly based on
the strength of the subgrade. A “peak” pressure occurred at the onset of
loading, attributed to the onset of initial plastic deformation of virgin
subgrade material. As the material deforms, it changes the stress-
transfer mechanism and thereby decreases the maximum stress that
occurs. Use of geocell reduced this initial peak. For a 0.6 m embank-
ment over a 0.5% and 1% CBR subgrades, geocell reinforcement re-
duced the interface pressure (post peak) from 88 kPa to 52 kPa (40%)
and 88 kPa–55 kPa (38%), respectively.

The location of geocell reinforcement did not change the ballast-
subgrade interface pressures significantly with the exception of two
cases: a reinforced embankment with two layers of geocell and when
the geocell was embedded in ballast 0.15 m beneath the ground surface.
With two layers of geocell, the decrease in interface pressure was the
largest. Due to the combined confining effect of the two layers, the
stress transferred from the track was redistributed significantly by the
time it reached the subgrade as the embankment demonstrated com-
posite behavior. In the case of the geocell reinforcement placed 0.15 m
below grade, the decrease in interface pressure was the lowest as the

Fig. 12. Geocell strain at 100,000 cycles for (a) 0.45 m
embankment on CBR 0.5% subgrade and (b) 0.6 m em-
bankment on CBR 0.5% subgrade (tension - negative).

Fig. 13. Interface pressure (Pa) on the subgrade at the end
of 100,000 cycles for the (a) Unreinforced 0.45 m em-
bankment and (b) Reinforced (full width) 0.45 m em-
bankment.
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geocell layer was located furthest away from the ties and offered the
least confinement to the ballast.

Use of geocell reinforcement reduced settlement of ballasted
railway embankments. With the additional confinement offered by
geocell and wider distribution of pressure, the stress acting on subgrade
was reduced and decreased deformation (Fig. 15). For example, when
considering an embankment 0.6 m in height on a very weak subgrade
(CBR = 0.5%) with full-width geocell reinforcement, the subgrade
settlement was reduced by nearly 26% (75 mm–55 mm) and for CBR
1% subgrade, the reduction was 26% (56 mm–43 mm). With stronger
subgrades, the percentage reduction in subgrade settlement was less
than of a weaker subgrade. Even for the strongest subgrade analyzed
(CBR = 3%), there was reduction in settlement of nearly 22%
(31 mm–24 mm). The reduction in settlement was not sensitive to the
location of geocells with the exception of when two layers of geocell
were used. When two layers of geocell were used as reinforcement,
there was a greater reduction in settlement. For example, for a 0.6 m

tall embankment on a 0.5% CBR subgrade with two layers of geocell
reinforcement, the subgrade settlement was reduced by 33%
(75 mm–50 mm) in comparison to the unreinforced case. From the
study, it was also observed that reinforcement coverage beyond the
shoulder did not significantly reduce settlement. As expected from the
strain data in geocell, strains were limited outside the shoulder of the
embankment, having little influence on settlement.

Use of geocell reinforcement increased the number of load cycles
required to attain the same amount of subgrade settlement compared to
unreinforced case. For example, when considering an embankment
0.6 m in height on a very weak subgrade (CBR = 0.5%), the subgrade
settlement of 50 mm was attained at the end of 4000 loading cycles
when unreinforced whereas with two layers of geocell reinforcement,
the same amount of subgrade settlement was attained at the end of
30,720 loading cycles. For the same embankment, the subgrade set-
tlement of 52 mm was attained at the end of 4160 loading cycles when
unreinforced whereas with full-width geocell reinforcement, the same

Fig. 14. Interface pressure vs. cycles – comparison of reinforcement location for (a) 0.6 m embankment with CBR 0.5% and 1%, (b) 0.6 m embankment with CBR 2% and 3%, (c) 0.45 m
embankment with CBR 0.5% and 1% and (d) 0.45 m embankment with CBR 2% and 3%.
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amount of subgrade settlement was attained at the end of 11,360
loading cycles.

Track geometry, including the side slopes of the railway embank-
ment degraded from the lateral displacement of ballast over repeated
loading cycles. Geocell may arrest this heave behavior by confining the
ballast material from lateral movement (crest displacements shown in
Table 5). It was observed that the geocell reinforcement (full width)
decreased the lateral displacement of the embankment toe overlying a
weak subgrade (CBR = 0.5%) by around 20% (40.2 mm–32 mm) for a
0.6 m tall embankment. For the same case, the lateral displacement of
crest of side slope was reduced by around 73% (19.1 mm–5 mm). With
more competent subgrades, the decrease in lateral displacement is re-
duced. It was also observed that the amount of lateral displacement
increased with increased embankment depth. From the study it was also
observed that geocell decreased the lateral displacement of ballast
laying on top of the reinforced layers and less effectively below the
reinforced layers. It is important to note that the geocell reinforcement

did not extend to the toe of the embankments. If any portion of a cell
protruded outside of the side slope, length of geocell reinforcement was
decreased in order to contain only fully embedded cells. This criterion
was implemented in order to assess the reinforced and unreinforced
cases without changing the geometry and for the ease of modelling.

The change in side-slope geometry at the end of 100,000 cycles for a
0.6 m embankment on a very weak (CBR = 0.5%) subgrade is shown in
Fig. 16a. These results demonstrate that two layers of geocell re-
inforcement offer the maximum reduction in lateral displacement. For a
single layer of reinforcement, placing the reinforcement 0.15 m above
subgrade provides the maximum reduction of lateral deformation at the
crest. However, the maximum reduction of lateral deformation of the
toe can be achieved by placing a full width reinforcement on top of the
subgrade. This is due to the lack of geocell confinement to the edge of
the side slope. Considering all the cases, geocell reinforcement offers
improved retention of embankment geometry for railway embank-
ments.

Fig. 15. Subgrade settlement vs. cycles – comparison of reinforcement location for (a) 0.6 m embankment with CBR 0.5 and 1, (b) 0.6 m embankment with CBR 2 and 3, (c) 0.45 m
embankment with CBR 0.5 and 1 and a (d) 0.45 m embankment with CBR 2 and 3.
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The lateral displacement of the embankment side-slopes increased
with an increasing number of load cycles (Fig. 16b). The reinforced
embankment maintained the original slope geometry better in com-
parison to the unreinforced case. The difference in lateral displacement
of the side slope between the reinforced and unreinforced model in-
creased with increasing loading cycles. Comparing the lateral dis-
placement of side slope in 10,000th loading cycle with 100,000th

loading cycle, it is evident that the reinforced embankment undergoes
significantly less lateral displacement compared to the unreinforced
case. Further, the reduction in lateral displacement of ballast embank-
ment due to geocell confinement on a very weak subgrade
(CBR = 0.5%) is shown in Fig. 17.

4. Conclusions

A series of large-scale experimental plate loading tests demonstrated
that use of geocell confinement for ballast overlying weak subgrade
materials improved performance through reduced settlement and

subgrade pressures. Calibrated numerical simulations of the physical
experiments were created using three-dimensional finite element ana-
lyses, demonstrating general agreement with experimental data. Upon
this agreement, a parametric study was performed using realistic
railway embankment geometry and loading, enabling observation of
geocell configuration, embankment geometry and subgrade properties
on railway embankment performance. Some of the conclusions inferred
form the study are as follows:

1. Geocell confinement reduced the settlement of the track for all ob-
served subgrade strengths, particularly weak subgrades. Greater
subgrade strengths reduced the benefit of geocell reinforcement for
additional confinement. The rate of continuous settlement due to
cyclic loading was reduced through use of geocell reinforcement.

2. The use of geocell confinement was very effective in redistributing
the vertical stresses on the subgrade, resulting in larger areas of
subgrade mobilizing shear strength and reducing plastic deforma-
tions. Improved subgrade performance from geocell confinement

Table 5
Lateral displacement of ballast at crest of side slope of embankment.

Fig. 16. Change in geometry – side slope: (a) 0.6 m embankment at 100,000 cycles on CBR 0.5% subgrade, and (b) 0.6 m embankment on CBR 0.5% subgrade at different load cycles.
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occurring from redistribution of vertical stresses did not vary sig-
nificantly for the observed range of subgrade strengths. Finally, the
redistribution of stresses occurred in the initial cycles for all cases,
exhibiting an initial peak in ballast-subgrade pressures followed by
relatively stead pressures. Geocell muted this behavior to some
level, mainly due to the reduced pressures observed.

3. For the loading conditions used in the analyses, the strains in geocell
were low and within the elastic range for typical geosynthetic ma-
terials. The maximum tensile strains were localized at the bottom
corners of the cells, showing the importance of adequately durable
seams. For the plate loading model, tensile strain localized under the
loading plate at bottom corners and for the railway embankment
models, it was localized directly under the end of ties forming a
band one to two cells in width along the length of track.

4. Subgrade settlement was significantly reduced from use of geocell
confinement. The more uniformly distributed vertical stresses ef-
fectively reduced the vertical settlement of the subgrade observed
due to an arrest of subgrade plastic deformation. With reduced
subgrade settlement, geocell confinement helped to preserve the
geometry of the track.

5. Lateral displacements along the side slopes of the railroad em-
bankment were greatly reduced through use of geocell confinement.
Reduction in lateral displacement was significantly higher in weaker
subgrades. The confinement offered by cellular geometry of the
geocell likely prevents the lateral heave of the material along with
the mattress effect stemming from the confinement of the granular
ballast.

Use of geocell reinforcement to improve the settlement performance
of the track may be instrumental in increasing track maintenance cy-
cles, enhancing track capacity and preventing differential settlement
over localized areas of soft soil. Future work could look at further cyclic
loading, different track geometries, alternative loading conditions, and
the degradation of ballast with geocell confinement.
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